Studenli-plannecl gay rights rally dnp«

imploring all of those in attendance to get
out and vote.
y
"We have conquered fear and ignorance,
all we have to do is vote," she said.
Also speaking were Student Government
Association President Justin Ehreriwerth '01,
Dr. Diane Campbell, head of the Maine
Equal Rights Coalition,
¦
i
j and Professor of English

AMTIY BURR/ THE COLBY ECHO

Colby students,faculty,and administrators joined members of the Waterville community to say "Yes on Six."

"The idea for the rally came from Jill way,it has been an uphill battle.
"Twenty-five years of hard work have
(Diamond
'01)," said MEannocchi. "I'm so
EDITOR IN CHIEF
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By PATRICKJ. BERNAL

Diamond was impressed with the
turnout by Colby students and by communir
ty members.
"We were surprised by how big it had
become. We've been planning it for about a
month and a half," said Diamond.
Despite the large turnout and energetic
crowd, not everyone in the community suppots question six.
"I'm going to vote no on six," said
Michael Jose '01. "I don't want the government telling businesses how to hire."
Question Six will be on the Maine ballot
on Nov. 7.

Cochrane '01 read Dorothy
Allison's poem "Boston,
H Massachusetts," about a
woman murdered because
she was suspected of being a lesbian.
Ehrenwerth encouraged all students to
come out in sixpport of the referendum.
"Colby is hot a place that will condone
hate of any kind - we must vote yes on six,"
he said.
Campbell refuted the commonly cited
argument against referendum six that the
referendum asks for not equal, but special
rights for gays and lesbians.
"This is a tired argument. It was used
against Martin Luther King Jr. - it wasn't true
then, and ifs not true now," Campbell said.
"The only special right we have is to be discriminated against and to be harassed."
Campbell then led the approximately 150
people in attendance in a chant of "What do
we want? Equal rights. How do we get
them? Yes on six."
Harris read "Party on the Way to Rome,"
a poem by Christopher Rowe. He also
offered his own unique explanation for the
failure of the referendum to have passed
thus far.
7X .
"We share 44 percent of our DNA with
iceb er g lettuce. Maybe this, is why it has
taken so long to pass six," said Harris.

Make-a-Difference Day puts Colby s volunteer spirit on display Riva lry
By EMMA McCANDLESS
runs off
the field
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

National Make A Difference Day
was observed all over the country on
Saturday, with volunteers rushing to
do their part in a wide variety of service projects. The Colby community
was no exception.The Colby Volunteer
Center teamed up with Amnesty
International and tihe Environmental
Coalition to encourage students to get
involved and "Make-A-Difference"
here at Colby.
For the week leading up to MakeA-Difference Day, CVC had a table in
Cotter Union where students could
send thank-you notes to PPD workers,

dining services, custodians, or anyone
else they wanted to thank. For a 50-cent
donation, students could also send
"Ghost Grams" to friends, with proceeds benefiting the Mid-Maine
Homeless Shelter.
Also at the CVC table, sign-ups
were held for a variety of service projects scheduled for Friday and
Saturday. These included serving a
recognition breakfast for PPD workers
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As students looked outside, on Oct, 29, they saw a colorful display of costumes highlighted against tlie white snow.
Despite the wintry weather, this year's Halloween
Extravaganza was the most successful ever. ,
, Earlier in the month, D irector of Colby Volunteer Center
Annie Eisinger '01 sent a letter to all , of the , head residents
requesting their dorms participate in the evi«it and advertised in Oakland, WinBlow, Fairfield, and Waterville. The
head residents and the ¦ communities
all enthusiastically
¦ • . ' ¦¦ '
responded, .
'^77' -7; 7
''
"I've done it before—Iknow how much fiu\ It (s, so I
thought It would be a great dorm activity/'- said Dana hall
¦
'
head resident Sean Ri,nzler '01.
7 7 '¦.
"Tlie head residents and I thought it would be a good
idea to iiivolve the community and have some fun, as well,"
said Dana president Edward Jastrerri '02,
,
Many of . the dorms which were too far away tp have
acHvitien in thdm, participated by sending representativesto
the Pugh Center. ¦] ' . ?¦<. 7
7.7 ¦ ' ' ,7
"I think 'ju st about everybody sent people,
, lt;\yas nJally
,|
an'all cainpus ev>)nt,v' 8al^.'RinzleR ¦ ¦ iki>:! ',^77 •'• 7
There was a steady strewnot people inltie Pugh Center
beiwcen 2 p,m, and 4 p,in.
7
, "We were,really psyched that so rilany people particlpat;
ed," sale) Eisinger. , .
-7'
7,7
Parent*/ Btydonts, arid trlckKw-ttoiatow ajfenjoyed the
<toy regardless o( the inclement w«»thor. .^(ftlyjHes.ranfi^d
from cpokle decorating to a duck pond, and t tho kida wore
'
'
., r ,¦..„' ' , ' ;, ¦ ' :, ' ¦ ' , '
. .. .kept,crvterlalnedi; , „. 7 , -. ' .. ¦
7 C6lby student* alBo in|oyec|
having yditrig children on
, eampM»
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By SUZANNE SKINNER

A MATCH:

'

¦

¦

Rock and Bowlis a
hit withstudents,

1

was held all day Saturday on Dana
Lawn, The entire campus was invited
to write letters to both our own government and foreign governments in
support of human rights.
According to Frande McGowan '04,
who led the Write-A-Thon, the idea
was to alert the Colby community to
human rights issues.
"We want Colby to be aware of
what goes on in the world around
them," she said.
According to McGowan, it was
very dear that the spirit of volunteerism is very much alive in the Colby
community.
"Colby students are a young, caring, enthusiastic and idealistic group of
people," she said.

Wate rv ille 's kids hav e a blast
at Hallowe en Ext ravagan za

I STRIKE:

\

and other staff, deaning up the three
"It was a wonderful idea to honor
mile loop and downtown Waterville, the people who serve you," said Ellen
cleaning up and painting at the North Paul, who works in security as a disStreet playground, and chaperoning a patcher. "We're lucky to work in a
teen dance at the Boys and Girls Club. place where everyone gets so involved.
Students were also offered the oppor- This is more than just a job ,"
tunity to get involved in Amnesty
Even though it was their turn to be
International's Write-A-Thon, which waited on, the guests couldn't seem to
took place on Saturday.
stop helping out. Associate Dean of
One very successful event was the Students Geraldine Roseboro, who
recognition breakfast, held Friday was volunteering at the breakfast,
morning in the Spa.
shared
an amusing story.
y
"We wanted to do a breakfast to rec'We went to clear the tables after
ognize the people who do things for us the first round of guests had left and
unconditionally," said Megan Gossling realized they had already Cleared
'02, who organized the event. "What them! They take their job so seriously."
they do for this campus is amazing."
Another highlight of Make-AThe guests at the breakfast enjoyed Difference Day was Amnesty
feeling appreciated,
International's Write-A-Thon, which

.
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Atiger enjoys the Halloween Extravaganza ,

some time to help did a great job of involving¦ the¦ communi' ¦; ", ' ' '¦ ¦ ¦; 7
ty/said Jastrcm. ., .7'".
Said one^ father, "The,kjds really hod a good Hmo, This is
ia really «ico/iwfe otri)08jph6rei''
to
It
; ''This is a j freat Way for £dlby shid^itji mak« easier
for Wfltbrvllle klds/whiii 'ij ari't walk aroiuincl because it
snowed before Halloween/' said MikeValkevich '03. , • "Itwasiil'co to seoGolby get Involved with the vVajerville
comtnxirilry'Tho kids all lookedadorable. I was impressed to
'«
tee Ih^ piit irVlM -to^
wici
Brje
!'It wifMte me wnnfr;,to i»«little,kid i «gaii!!»^
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Brawlbreaks
out at ColbyBates f ootball
By PATRICK J. BERNAL
EDITORrlN-CHIEF

Fan tempers flared out of control
Saturday at the Colby-Bates football
game on Garcelon Field in Lewiston.
Although there were no arrests,
many students from both schools
engaged in fighting, several Bates
students attempted to steal the cosj
tume of Colby's mascot, Morty the
Mule, and beer cans and other projectiles were thrown by Bates stur
dents at the Colby fans, "We probaj
bly could have made 20 arrests," said
Sgt, Mike McGonagle of the
*
Lewiston Police Department,
Colby and Bates fans exchanged
insults during the first half and early
second half. The exchanges grew
more heated and Bates students
began pelting the Colby fans with
empty beer cans and dumping full
cups of beer on them. Security officers from both schools then moved
Colby fans away from the Bates fans.
When Pat Conley '03 sealed the
victory with a one-yard quarterback
sneak to give the Mules a 14-0 lead, a
group of Bates fans approached the
cheering Colby students. Several
Bat es students began to push the
Colby students and others threw
more cans; one student also threw an
aluminum thermos. Some Colby sh*;
dents retaliated before the fights
were broken up, and Bates studentwere sent back to tho grandstand. ,'
When the game ended the Colby
fans stormed the field to congratulate the team, A group oif Bates stu<
dents followed the Colby fans and a
melee ensued. Bates fans also tried
to steal the. head of the Morty the
Mulo¦ ¦ costume
worn by Coy Dnlley
¦'
¦
¦ i: >; : . • :¦; . y
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Bassett and Boylan
terrif y Colb y yet again
By KAITLIN MCCAFFERTY
STAFFWETTER

Lor imer Chapel was pitch black
except for a few candles and two
fla shlights.
• Sunday night, Oct, 29, the annual
Hallowee n reading t ook place.
Professors Charlie Bassett and Jim
Boy lan read ghost stories to an admiring crowd of Colby students.
Bassett and Boylan w ore their
black academic robes and witch hats
as they do every year. The only prop s
that they carried weretheir books, a
flashli ght, and a gong, which they
rang in between each story.
"The ambience was perfect, The
candles and the gong arid the snow
made it very New England. I loved
it," said Lindsay Grossman'04.
The ghost stories began with a tale
written by Dr. Seuss and progressed
to more academic writ ing as the night
went on. The stories ranged from
killer potatoe s, to psychic twelveyear-olds, to a child who was afra id of
a certain pair of green, floating pants.
The professors rotate their ghost
stor ies every few years.
"If you come for the four years that
you are here, there will be some
repeats," said Boy lan,
Althoug h, the duo does occasionally try out new stories.
"Once I tried out a story that was
disgusting, absolutel y disgusting,"
said Bassett, "It was so bad that we
got compla ints , so we did not use that

one again. If it works we use it again."
The annual readings began "way
back in the early '80s," said Bassett.
"They asked five professors from the
English department to read." Five
was too many and "people got
bored," said Bassett, so he continued
the tradition for "f ive or six years " on
his own. In the late '80s, Boylan jo ined
him and they have beea an unstoppable force ever since.
The Colby commun ity genuinely
enjoys the tradition, so much so that
Bassett reads the ghost stories at
alumni events.
"I was in Philadelphia last week,
and I read a few stories at a haunted
inn there. It was so much fun," said
Bassett.
"It br ings back go od memor ies,
like the ones we created tonight,"said
Boy lan. "After gradu ation, you w ill
always remember the night when you
braved the snowstorm and went into
the chapel to hear two crazy professors read ghost stories."
The students appreciated the
event.
"It was so much fun. I really
enjoyed seeing Professor Boy lan outside of the classroom environment,"
said Moll y Given '04.
"We always have a good time,"
said Bassett. "Some years , there are so
many peop le that they are sitting on
the floor. Others there are only a few,

but it is always a good audience and

we have so much fun (reading the stories )/'

As one of its first orde rs of business this academic year, the
Multicultural Affairs Committee drafted a definition of "multiculturalism."
This definition will guide tho work of the committee, and It Is our hope
that It will also contribute to the community's awareness of this Important
and multifaceted issue.
?'DEFINITION OF MULTICULTURALISM**
Multiculturalism grows out of a recognition of tremen dous
diversity In all sp heres of life. Currently , some of the most widely
recognized axes of difference are sex , gender, sexuality, ethnicity, race , religion , class, and ability. While many differe nces
appear to be biologic a l, physical , and essential , they are socially,
culturally, politically and historically constructed , These differences are often cons tructed in hierarchical arid oftentimes binary relationships In which the preponderance of power, privilege
and authority lies with particular grou ps that seek to maintain
their power , privilege and autho rity. These differences and hierarchies are often normalized , so that their socially, culturally,
politically and histo rically cons tructed status is rendered Invisible.
These differences and hierarc hies are often institutionalized , and
as a result they become resistant to change and citizens of the
institution are able to disclai m responsibility for their actions.
As an educ ational institut ion, Colby College must teach these
ideas In and out of classes, both in formal educational settings
and in the ways in which the Institution operates (college governance). It is Incumbent upon the Colby community, then, to be
cognizant that race, ethnicit y, class, gender , sexuality, religion,
and ability are soc ially constructed terms , and that they are
grounded in specific historical encounters , becoming normal ized
and difficult to identi fy within Institutional discourse , Any productive discussion of multiculturalism must examine unearned
adva ntages based on power differentials among groups. While
we are all multiply located within hierarchical structures , it Is
Important that the community understand that we do not all have
equal access to the same political, social, and economic
resources ,
A truly transformative multiculturalism does not Invert power
relations by simply " centraliz ing" the so-called marginal Other. It
entails an Interrogation of the multi ple relationships of power that
come Into play In any community , It must move critically, beyond
gestures of equality and lncluilv «n_»t by examining the historical, cultural , and political differences both within;; and among
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Drinking m
Alcohol Awareness Week

By RYAN DAVIS

IfE^i^sj ii i
Holocaust Reparations is
Topic at Colby,Nov.8

C-SNAP Challenge, not Alcohol
Awareness Week. As part of the
Challenge, students who went the
entire week and were still wearing
their bracelet were given a pizza party
and a T-shirt at the end of the week.
This is in spite of the fact that the shirt
given to last year's paitidpants reading "I Went A Week Without Itr
referred only to Alcohol Awareness
Week, not to the C-SNAP Challenge.

symbol of the pledge/' said Yeaton.
"Thaf s the only reason why we kept
NIWS ED-TOR
the bracelet."
Yeaton believes that students have
Each October, Colby hol ds Alcoh ol
conflated the idea of Alcohol
Awareness Week, an event org anized
AwarenessWeek and the idea of the Cby Student Activities and funded by
SNAP Challenge.
the Student Programming Board, to
"The whol e message of Alcohol
promote responsible drinking. In addiAwar
eness Week w as always 'drink
tion to educating students, the event
responsibly and look out for one anothirtdudes such activities as tomorrow's
er,'" said Yeaton. "The message w as
Casino Night in Page
never meant to be, don t
Commons.
drink, drinking's bad.' We
In the past. Alcohol
feel
that that goes against die
Aw areness Week w as held
m
e
ssag
e
of
Alcohol
in conjunction with the CAccording to Associate Professor and Chair of
Awareness
Week."
SNAP Challenge,for which Psychology Bill Klein's CARE alcohol survey, the majorContinuing the event
students had to pledge not ity of Colby students are already aware of at feast relato drink at all dur ing the tively responsible drinking habits. The survey found that: without the no-alcohol dause
was at least partly an attempt
week. Last year, however,
to get more peop le to partidC-SNAPdisbanded. So this •The average Colby student reports that alcohol is
pate in Alcohol Awareness
year 's Alcohol Awareness "somewhat" important to the social life at Colby, but
Week.
Week asks students only to believes that the majority of students think alcohol is
¦"People were looking at it
drink respons ibly, not to much more important.
in a negative way," said
abstain from alcohol com- •Last year,
more than 80 percent of students DID NOT
Yeaton. "They would think
pletely.
miss class due to a hangover, fall very behind in
'they're telling me not to
The pledge reads, "We, schoofwork, neglect to use protection when having
sex, drink,' which was not what
the undersigned, are taking damage property, get into
trouble with campus security,
the message of Alcohol
a stand against abusive get injured, or require medical treatment.
Awareness Week was."
drinking on our campus.
•Last
year
the
average
freshman
went
from
drinking
an
Instead,it was intended to
We are placing our names
educate students on responon this document to show average of 6.5 times per month early in the year to 5.3
sible drinking and such danthe rest of the Colby times a month late in the year.
gers as binge drinking- and
Community that it is not •59 percent of Colby students drink alcohol once a
drunk driving.
okay to be an irresponsible week or less.
Yeaton hopes that the
drinker. We, the under•The typical student drinks alcohol five times a month.
revised goal of Alcohol
signed members of the
Awareness Week will still
Colby Community believe •The average number of drinks consumed at a party is
make a difference on campus.
that it is not necessary to four.
"I would hope that by
drink to have a good time, •One out of every six students DOES NOT drink.
signing the pledge and wearand that if we do choose to
ing the bracelet, it makes an
drink, we will do so in a
This
year,
although
the
ledge
impact
that
continues throughout the
p
responsible manner."
requires
only
students
to
drink
responyear,"
she
said.
"I hope that the pracAccording to Assistant Director of
sibly,
bracelets
were
still
iven
to
the
tices
of
responsible
drinking are not
g
"the
Student Activities Leanne Yeaton,
255
students
who
signed
the
ledge
in
limited
to
this
one
week."
p
ledge
has
always
said
that
they
were
p
Cotter Union last week. Anyone with a
"I hope that by people signing the
(only) pledging to drink responsibly."
The bracelet given to students that bracelet at the end of the week will be pledge, it will show students that most
was supposed to be removed if the stu- given a T-shirt and will be allowed to people are responsible drinkers and
not everyone drinks all the time," she
dent was seen drinking was part of the go to the pizza party on Sunday.
"Ifs important to have a visual said.

Drinki ng habits at Colby

Skalloween tradition
becomes a ghost of the past
BY JENNIFER CARLSON
STAFF WRITER

. Students familiar with Colby's
Halloween celebrations of recentyears
noticed and were upset that this past
weekend 's festivities failed to include
the sound of live ska music emanating
from Page Commons Room, signaling
a break from one of Colb y's recognized
and fun holiday traditions,

For those who are unaware of the
custom , Colby has observed
Halloween for the past few years w ith
Skalloween , where commons leaders
would arrange for a ska band, such as
Skavoov ie and the Epitones or Bim
Skala Bim, to play for a crowd of cos-

word of mouth.
Students had no avenue to voice
their disappointment that there would
be no Skalloween this year because
they were not notified beforehand.
"I don't know how students were
supposed to know that there wasn't
going to be any Skalloween ," Barlow
said.
"I personally am not a ska fan so I
presented do ing someth ing new,"

a general feeling of disappointment
with the event from the students on
these councils , and thus proceeded to
plan differentl y,
"It's never been my perception that

students care about seeing the ska
band, but more about dancing and
having fun ," Sandler said. This year's
celebrat ion involved "brand new
events...We're making a Halloween

tumed students. This time-honored
tradition came to be one the soc ial

events that students could rely on to

occur each fall,
However, no ska band was invited
to the campus this year, and fans of the
event had to adapt to unconventional
ffite. The Mary Low Commons leaders
usually coordinate Skalloween, and
this year Eric Sandler '01 and Meade
Barlow '03 decided the holiday weekend could use some fresh inspiration.
"There's a coup le of reasons why
we didn 't do Skalloween ," said
Barlow.According to Barlow, "the support for the event had been dwindling
for a while, and we wanted to try
something new and different. "
Barlow explained that the general
consensus of the Commons Council
was not to repeat the Skalloween festivities of the past. Also, several of
Mary Low Commons' representatives
on the Student Programming Board
(SPB) had approached Sandler and
Barlow with creative ideas on how to
celebrate Halloween without resorting
to traditional routine,
When asked how decisions of popularity aria made, Barlow explained
that "event coordinators go on their
own perceptionst0 determine the success of an event" and representatives
try to plug into the student body via

another innovative way to observe the
Halloween weekend, Sandler and
Barlow approved the idea for the
lounge party, proposed by Dana hall
president Ed Jastrem '02,
Before planning the Halloween festivities and breaking with tradition, the
Mary Low. Commons leaders did not
send a campus wide e-mail or consult
students who were not dorm representatives or on the SPB for their opinions
on Skalloween. Sandler and Barlow felt

Sandler said. "I said to the student representatives , 'I would like to try doing
something different, do you think the

students would agree?'"

Suggestions were made to have

"Punkaween" but the band Dispatch

was unable to come due to scheduling
conflicts. Sandler assured Dispatch is
"definitely coming Dec. 2."
In lieu of Skalloween, Sandler and
Barlow helped organize a "Monster
Mash Costume Bash" for Friday night
in the Spa,and as an incentive for student participation, offered giveaways
and prizes for the best costumes.
"The Shipyard Brewery had
already been booked to come to the
Pub, but we wanted to reach students
under 21 as well," said Sandler. "We
wanted all students to benefit."
In addition to the Spa party,Mary
Low Commons sponsored "The
Underground ," an event on Saturday
night in Dana Lounge featuring techno, trance, and house music. As yet

that is not just costumes and a ska
band."
"I kn'ow that there are some people
who think Skalloween is an important
tradition, But we wanted to try someth ing different ," Sandler said. "We
thoug ht maybe it was time for a
change."
Barlow commented on student
reactions to the alteration.
"I don't expect a big outcry. If the
events [we have planned] are replacements for Skalloween , I think they're
good ones."
Barlow went on to say,"Ifs not that
Skalloween was a bad event. Ifs just
that we tried to Improve Halloween
and make it a better event."
"A lot of time goes into planning
any event, and a lot of people don't
realize that," said Sandler. "People just
want to come out, dance, and have a
good time and that was the priority for
each nigluY'

Elise Friedrnarin, a correspondent for several European Jewish
journals, w il present the lecture
"Who Owes What to the
Holocaust
Survivors?" on
Wednesday, November 8, at Colby
College in Waterville. The 7:30
p.m. event will be held in the Pugh
Center of Cotter Union and is
open to the public free of charge. A
reception will follow immediately
afterwards.
Friedmann is head of the news
desk of the Jewish Weekly in
Holland. She is also the .Dutch
correspondent for the Jewish
Telegr aph Agency, based in New
York, and the Jewish Chronicle,
based in London, wher e she lived
for 10 years. For several publications Friedmann covered loc al
reactions in Bern, Switzerland,
where she lived for two years, to
the "Nazi Gold" affair.
Friedmann's freelance publications include "Hiding behind
Anne Frank; The Dutch now face
their past" for the B'nai B'rith
International Jewish Monthly.The
article examined Dutch attitudes
during and immediately after
World War II and the effects of the
belated restitution operation now
nearing
completion.
The
November 8 lecture is co-sponsored by the Colby Events
Committee,
the
Student
Government Association, Hillel
and the Jewish studies program.

Colby Panel to Discuss
Colombian Human Rights,
Nov. 15
Colby Coll ege and the Oak
Institute for the Study of
International Human Rights will
present "Struggling for the Mother
Earth: A Roundtable Discussion on
Indigenous People and Human
Rights in Colombia." The event,
part of this fall's Oak Institute
Lecture Series, w il be held
Wednesday, November 15, at 7:30
p.m. in room 01 of the Olin Science
Center. It is open to the public and
free of charge.
The panel will be led by Colby's
2000 Oak Human Rights Fellow
Hector Mondragon, a crusader on
behalf of peasants, indigenous
peoples and other dispossessed
groups in Colombia. Other panelists will include indigenous leaders and hum an rights activists
Armando Valbuena, president of
the Indian National Organization
of Colombia; Omaira Bolanos,
act ivi st for indigenous group s in
the Cauca "Valley; and Roberto
Perez, leader of the U'wa nation ,
an indigenous community struggling to protect ancestral lands
from the effects of o il exploration
and extraction.
Short story*writer Stern to

give reading

On Tuesday,November 28, fiction writer Steve Stern will give a
reading. Stern won the 1999
National Jewish Book award for
fiction for The Wedding Jester, a
collection of nine short stories. His
colorful and witty stories are set in
the past , present and postmo dern
Jewish-Yiddishperiods
of
American culture. His other books
include A Plague of Dreamers,
Harry Kaplan's Adventures
Underground and Lazar Malkin
Enters Heaven. Stern's honors
include two New York Times
Notable Books, a Pushcart Writer 's
Choice Awaid, an O. Henry Prize
and the Edward Lewis Wallant
award for Jewish-American fie:
tion , Originally from Memphis ,
Tenru, Stern is writer-tn-rcsidence
at Skidmore College. This reading
is co-sponsored by Colby 's Jewish
studies program.
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Maine and Colby are undeciied as Election Day looms

piss people off."
Rett Quatelbaum '01 shared Hauptrnan's
ASSISTANTNEWS EDITOR
and Calareso's enthusiasm for Ralph Nader's
platform and ideas, but is still concerned that
According to the results of a statewide poll
voting for Nader might jeopardiz e Gore's
of 824 Mainers commissioned by the Portland
chances of winning this November.
Press Herald,Maine Sunday Telegram and News 8
"I'm going to double check the polls before I
WMTW, Maine looks like an undecided state,
vote,"
said Quatelbaum, who is a South
with its voters split almost evenly between
Carolina
resident but will be casting her vote in
presidential candidates Vice President Al Gore
Maine this year. "If there's any chance that a
and Governor George W.Bush.The poll, which
vote for Nader is a vote for Bush, then I'm going
was conducted from Oct. 22 through Oct. 25,
to vote for Gore. I know Nader's not going to
showedthat out of the 824 people that said they
win, but I want to contribute to the five percent
would be voting this November, 42 percent
for the Independent Party. But if Bush gets
showed support for Gore, while 41 percent
I'm moving to Sweden."
elected,
backed Bush. Five percent of the voters polled
Yet,
while
Nader seems to be a growing popsupport Green Party candidate Ralph Nader,
ular
choice
on college campuses across
while the other one percent said they would, be
many
students voiced concerns that
America,
backing Reform Party candidate Patrick
Nader
would
take
enough of the popular vote
Buchanan on election day. The remaining 11
from
Gore
to
aid
in Bush'svictory. On the
away
percent that werepolled chose to endorse either
the
Edw
was unable to locate
Colby
campus,
other third party candidates or else were still
that crudal five percent of the vote so that the any student supporting Patrick Buchanan and
undedded.
The poll, which appeared in this week's edi- Independent Party will be nationally recog- the Reform party this November, and with only
tion of the Maine Sunday Telegram, suggests that nized. Still others are Gore enthusiasts, and one percent of voters in Maine backing
thesevoting trends, which show Gore and Bush threaten to cross the border into Canada if Bush Buchanan, the Reform party does not appear as
though it will pose a threat to the Bush camin a heated race for Maine, reflect what is going gets elected.
'01
will
be
supporting
the
paign.
Calareso
Jeff
on in many still undecided states, that dependNader
in
the
upcoming
President of the Colby Democrats Devin
Ralph
Green
Party
and
ing on which way they vote, could make or
'01 encouraged more students to vote
Beliveau
election.
break the election for either candidate.
a
tool
of
the
multinationh
Nader
isn't
for
Gore
because "he has a record of accom'"Ral
p
Professor Douglas Hodgktn of Bates Colkge
,
he
is
a
life-long
defendlishments
in education, the environment and a
al
corporations.
Rather
p
told the Sunday Telegram that this ""seems to be
fighting
woman's
to choose and I believe George
er
of
the
lower
and
working
classes,
right
consistent with whaf s going on in many
W.
Bush
has
niether
the experience nor the
for
their
safety
and
opportunities,'
'
'
relentlessly
states," and that "about half the states still
lost
touch
"Gore
has
completely
intelligence
to
hold
the
title of most powerful
said
Calareso.
remain in play."
le
,
and
Bush
is,
as
Nader
has
said,
man
in
the
world."
with
the
peop
However, even within certain parts of
Mandy Cochrane '01, will.also be supportMaine,voter trends seem to vary from one geo- a corporation disguised as a human being.
graphic area to the next. The poll shows that Nader believes in human rights for .all people ing Gore. 'Tin voting for Gore because I've
northern Maine as so far the only region in the and the Green Party, the strongest political always believed that the government should
state that firmly supports Bush. The region also party in the world (it is international), is grow- take a stand on sodal equality and tlie distribuopposes referendums on this year's ballot for ing rapidly to promote and preserve sodal jus- tion of money/'said Cochrane. "I like Gore's
stance, he's liberal, pro-choice, and will be
assisted suicide, and a tax break for commerdal tice."
Mitch
Hauptman
'01
also
backed
Calareso's
putting
people into the Supreme Court. He also
fishing. The majority of voters in noritiern
choice
in
Nader.
believes
in affirmative action and so do I, and
Maine will be supporting the gay rights refer"I'm
voting
for
Nader
because
I
feel
he
is
the
Bush
is
definitely
against that."
endum, but only by a narrow margin.
"Bush
would
Many
students
echoed this concern that a
only
real
choice,"
said
Hauptman.
"There is a much stronger independent
reverse
every
action
and
law
in
the
last
70
years
woman's
to
choose abortion, would be
rights
streak and anti-government streak, as well as
and
environmental
laws.
I
jeopardized
if
Bush
is elected. Ifs no secret that
of
social
rights
plain
in
the
general conservatism, among people
north," Hodgkin told the Maine Sunday don't trust Gore, he's going to be another mid- the next president will put as many as four
dle man. Nader is willing to take a stand and Supreme Court Justices into office which could

By BROOKE FTTZSEMMONS

Telegram.
In terms of voting trends at Colby, there
seems to be a mix of everything. Some students
want to see a Kepublican president in office
after eight years with a Democrat in the White
House. Others want to help Ralph Nader get

directly influence past court decisions such as
Koe vs. Wade, malcing this election one of the
most important elections in history for students
to cast their vote in.
In opposition to Gore, President of the
Colby Republicans Mark Buschenfeldt '02
urged students to consider the fact that "Al
Gore has had eight years to improve America,
yet, despite his tendency to take credit for all
that is good in the world, he has merely provided vis with unproductive partisanship and "no
controlling legal authority." Buschenfledt feels
that "Governor Bush has an innovative plan
that will enhance our domesticprosperity and
international prominence, and he has proven in
Texasthat he

is willing and able to work with both parties
to implement his polities."
"My rationale can be defined in a sentence:
They have not led; we will," said Buschenfeldt.
Kristen Moresi '01 and Jodie Dakin '01 will
also be supporting Bush for President. "'• "
"I agree with Gov. Bush's positions on the
majority of the "hot button" issues ofthis election, and I trust him more than I do Mr. Gore to
follow through onmany of his proposals," said
Moresi. " I also agree with Gov. Bush's philosophy of a more limited central government. I
believe that more control should be placedat the

Assisted suicide and voting rights
for mentally ill on Tuesday 's ballot
By ERIKA THORESON
STAFF WRITER

Members of the Colby community
will vote in Maine on Tuesday,Nov. 7.
Although many Colby students from
out of state choose to vote via absentee
ballot, students are actually considered
residents of Maine while attending
Colby and are eligible
to
register
in
Waterville. For those
who make this choice,
the Maine ballot will
indude more than just
the various contenders for political
offices. This year, six
referendum questions
are included on the
ballot and await popular acceptance or
rejection.
Perhaps the bestknown referendum ballot is Question
Six, a referendum that would prevent
discrimination against homosexuals in
housing, credit, and employment.
Question Six has been widely discussed in Wellness Lectures and in a
student-organized rally on campus.
The first question on Maine's referendum ballot concerns physician
assisted suidde. The question reads:
"Should a terminally ill adult who is of
sound mind be allowed to ask for and
receive a doctor's help to die?"
Currently,Oregon is the only state
that has passed physician-assisted suicide legislation, Similar bills have been
denied by states such as Washington,
California, and Michigan. The Maine
State Legislature has also rejected such
legislation four times since 1992, As a
result, former state Rep, Fred
Richardson, former Senate Minority
Lead er Pamela Cah ill, an d Darlcne
Grover launched a petition to present
the issue to the Maine voters with a cit-

izen initiative. Grover, who watched
her father suffer and die from colon
cancer, is extremely dedicated to the
cause.
"The very last thing I promised my
father before he died Was that I would
get a bill passed to change the law,"
Grover explains on the Mainers for
Death with Dignity web site. "No one
should have
to
suffer
against their
will at the
end of life,"
If accepted, an 11page
law
would be put
in effect for
the state outlining how
doctors
would
be
allowed to
assist
in
patient suicide and which patients
might qualif y for such assistance. The
law would state that suicide could
occur only if two doctors agree on both
the diagnosis and prognosis for survival, and the option is only available
for patients expected to die within six
months, A counselor must also confirm
that the patient does not suffer from a
psychiatric illness that might impair
his judgment,
After submitting witnessed verbal
and written requests, the patient must
be informed of alternatives to suicide
and must wait two days before receiving the lethal dose of medication,
Finally, although the law would not
insist on the notification of the patient's
next of kin, the doctor must ask
patients to Inform a relative or friend.
"People's care, their treatment, how
they want to end their own lives,
should be in their own hands," Ka te
Roberts of Mainers for Death with
Dignity told the Portland Press Herald,

"People deserve to have all the options
that are reasonable and makes sense."
The Christian Civic League and the
Roman Catholic Diocese of Portland
are among the bill's harshest critics.
They insist that the sanctity of life must
be protected.
"Modern medicine can alleviate
pain. Good and compassionate physicians will not allow their patients to
suffer," the Christian Civic League
asserts on their web site,
Maine Citizens Against the Dangers
of Physidan-Assisted Suicide, a coalition of opponents of the referendum
including the Maine Medical
Association, Maine Osteopathic
Association, and the Maine Hospice
Coundl, also strongly objects to the
bill, and declare that the bill is "dangerous, fatally flawed,and littered with
loopholes," The groups criticize the bill
tor not requiring notification of a,
patienf s family and for not
requiring a
physician to
be present
when the fatal
dose is consumed,
in
case of comp lications.
They
also
assert that the bill does not provide the
means of direct state supervision in
order to prevent abuse, Finally, opponents fear that because of the low cost
of suicide compared to lengthy an d
expensive treatments, HMOs might
begin to encourage patient suicide to
cut costs.
Question Five on the ballot is also
the subject of debate, Currently,
Maine's Constitu tion declares that
every Maine resident, who is at least 18
years old, has the right to vote, "excepting persons under guardianship for

reasons of mental illness." The referendum hopes to eliminate the prohibition
and effectively grant suffrage to all residents. The question reads: "Do you
favor amending the Constitution of
Maine to end disaimination against
persons under guardianship for mental
illness for the purpose of voting?"
A similar referendum was rejected
in 1997 by a margin of 16 percent.
There was no organized opposition to
the referendum at that time. However,
opponents like Rep. Vaughn Stedman
objected to the referendum on the
grounds that people under guardianship for mental illness are unable to
make an informed dedsion,
"It seems to me like voting is an
important issue," Stedman told the
Bangor Daily News. "If someone is not
able to make decisions regarding life
activities without help, then voting
shouldn't be allowed
because they couldn't
make the decision
without help."
The supporters of
the referendum insist
that the ban unfairly
discriminates and that
it is not necessarily
based on an individcompetence,
ual's
because mentally ill
without
persons
guardians are allowed
to vote, They argue that guardians are
often only needed occasionally and
may be ordered by the court for various reasons, such as to assist a mentally ill person in managing his or her
finances. Moreover, Dr, Carlyle Voss,
assistant chief of Psychiatry at Maine
Medical Center, insists that tlie ban
unnecessarily stigmatizes the mentally
ill.
"They are completely capable of
understanding the Issues an d ma king
an informed choice," she told the
Portland Press Herald.

was upset with Bates security - they
could n 't handle the crowd," aa ld
; to bo some trash talking -1 thought Chenvert.
McGoj iaglo did not think Bates
; that would be the end of it. It all start' ed, with their plot to steal the Mule security adequately handled the con? . |ei(iid," said Dailey, "Somebody flict either
"We're going to recommend that
; polled it o/f cf my hedd and started
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behind the end-zone," said Dailey.
Chenvert was also a d amant that
Colby students d id not Incite any of
tlie conflicts.
"Colby students were fine. It was
the Bates students who were out of
hond ," he said.
Rashad Randolph '02, a Colby
running back, was not surprised by
the fighting.
"We wont In as favorites, I think '
'that bothored them. In , any ColbyBotes football game the atmosphere is
i ntense both on an d off the fiel d,
Bates fan* havo no respect for our
team or our fans, Last year,Bates fans
threw bottles at us on our homo field.
Just look at their t-shirts, those people
have no respect," said Randolph.
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Anti-Semitism
Lecture
Thursda y, Nov. 2*&9 1 pan.
Pa ge Commons Room
Yehuda Bower
_
Noted Jewish author and
scholar will present the 2000
Lipman Lecture , "The Threat
of Global Anti-Semitism. "
Bauer , who resides in
Jerusalem , received the 1998
Israel Prize for his research ,
v on Jewish history. ;
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state and local levels. It is at these levels of government thatthe needs of the people can be better and more easily met. Furthermore, the next
president , of the United States will have the
important responsibility of nominating new
Justices (to theSupreme Court). As a social conservative, I feel that the appointments made by
Gov.Bush would moredosely match my beliefs
than would Mr. Gore's appointments."
Dakin agrees, Tm afraid Gore's government will be too big and he'll be spending too
much of a surplus that isn't necessarily there.
Bush will be paying more attention to tax cuts
rather providing services."
Yet for as many enthusiastic supporters of
Bush, Gore, and Nader that there are at Colby,
there are also a large number of students who
feel trapped in their choice of candidates this
November. Many students expressed that they
do not like either Bush or Gore,but are basically forced to choose between the two.
"I'm voting for Gore," said Shaira Daya '01.
"Look at the alternative,come on, do you want
to move to Canada?"
"I don't particularly like either Bush or
Gone," said Tracey Wheatley '01. Tm voting for
Gore because he's the lesserof two evils. But (if
Bush wins) I can move to Canada, because I
have dual dtizenship."
Tm voting for Gore," said Jodyn Tosch'01.
"A vote for Nader equals a vote for Bush, which
is a vote for Satan," she joked.
' It seems that in the upcoming election,
which presents itself as one of the most influential elections of recent years with up to four
Supreme Court Justice appointments, the
future of education, tax breaks, and funding for
prescription drugs for seniors at stake, the student voters at Colby are as diverse in their
views on which candidate will make the best
president as the Maine voters polled by the
Sunday. Telegram. Ifs anyone's guess who will
take this election. Elections will be held in
Waterville on Nov. 7. All Colby students can
still register to vote in Maine either prior to or
on election day at city hall in Waterville. No
matter who you support, make sure you get out
there and cast your vote in this important elec-
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Last Friday night's Diwali Festival of Lights put on by Professor and Chair of Religious
Studies Nikki Singh and students including Hilary Neiman '01 was a testament to the growth of
mwIrio-Jturalismat Colby. The PageCommons room was packed with students and professors
all enjoying the spectacular evening of song and'dance. The evening was catered by Hi Bombay
restaurant in Portland, which provided a host of delicious Indian delicacies.
It was unfortunate that not one member of the College administration, nor President William
D. "Bro" Adams decided to attend this event. If, as a college, we wish to make real strides
towards appretiating cultural and ethnic diversity at Colby, it is important that our cultural
achievements are viewed by all, not just students and professors. The Echo believes that the
adrrtinistration and President Adams need to offer more than just lip service to promoting multiculturalism at Colby. The Echo understands that college deans and the president are all
extremely busy people, but finding time to attend multicultural events as lavish and well prepared as was the Diwali Festival of Lights is essential if the College wishes to send a statement
that it is committed to diversity.
While the student body is unquestionably too homogeneous, tinder former President William
R. Cotter we made great strides in promoting diversity; lef s hope that under the new presidential aciministration die College will not falter, but continue to expand in this area.

Week's events show Cblby not apathetie
Colby students are involved "of the Hill." In Maine,students are not isolated from the world
and the "Colby Bubble" does not exist. Students and members of the Colby community alike
who feel compelled to make such criticisms fail to acknowledge a significant portion of the student b ody. The events at Colby this past week support this contention.
This week's issue of the paper focuses on some of these events: the rally for referendum six
and Make a Difference Day. A large number of students participated in both of these events. The
Yes On Six Rally was a huge success and students in attendance took time out from their busy
schedules to rally around an issue that not only affects the Hill but the entire state of Maine, The
rally itself was put together by concerned Colby students all of whom took it upon themselves
to invite speakers, organize logistics, and advertise the event.
Three student organizations, inducting Amnesty International, Colby Volunteer Center) and
the Environmental Coalition along with hundreds of students came together to organize and
make Colby Make a Difference Day the achievement that it was. The students that volunteered
their time to "make a difference" in the Waterville community are to be commended for offering
their time and efforts to a noble and honorable cause.
Events like these and the people who partitipate in them are the students and members of the
Colby community helping to prove the stigma of apathy forced on Colby students and our generation is not only misdirected but unfounded.
This week is not the only example of Colby student's activepartidpation and involvement in
affairs of the community,the state,or the country. Events, protests and rallies such as these are
taking place all the time at Colby.For this students ought to be praised.
Youth and college are the time and the place to foster idealism, to fight for rights and support
values and morals as though they are the only things worth clinging to. Support the students that
do and motivate yourselves to do the same.

Steal more music , please
Devils
quoting
scr ipture
Jeffrey Calareso
First of all, I use a Mac not technologically advanced enough to run Napster. Second,
as opposed to too many of the people speaking most of the time, I have some credentials
in the field I'm discussing this week, I've
been both a paid, professional music critic
and a manager of a radio station. In one way
or another, I've been in the music industry
since I was 16.
That said, I hereby request that people
obtain the music they want to hear by any
means necessary, from Napster to the trusty
five-finger discount, Let me explain why.
I am not a conspiracy theorist. I don't
believe the increasing concentration of
power in America is indicative of anything
more malicious than simple capitalistic
greed.
But the music industry is one of a few
dangerous businesses contributing to the
decline of America via insatiable greed.
You've heard the news: record labels, major
"artists," and copyright groups have been
suing MP3.com and Napster quite a bit lately Schools, once thought to be bastions of
freedom of expression, have been denying
.their students the ri ght to use technology to
broaden their horizons. But then, schools are
businesses, too.
Record labels, I'm sure you know, don't
give a damn about artistry or protecting anyone. They care about the bottom line. Seeing
as they're in business, I don't fault them for
it,
However, if you've purchased a CD in
your li fet ime, you know how ridiculously
overpriced they are. A CD costs about a dollar to produce. Add in marketing and other
costs, and perhaps the record companies
m
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dish out three or four dollars per disc. Yet, if
you walk into a record store, CDs cost
upwards of 18 or even 19 dollars. Have you
ever been to a Sam Good y? It's unbelievable.
In May of this year, the Federal Trade
Commission estimated that the five major
labels (does no one see the "Godfather " parallel here?) overcharged consumers $500 million over the last four years. Thaf s a difficult
number to grasp. Let me put it another way:
consumers were overcharged four dollars
each second for four years.
Imagine dishing out four dollars per second for four years. (If you're like me and
can't count to four in a second, it's $240 each
minute.)
So no one should sympathize with the
record labels losing their shirts over Napster.
But what about the artists? You've probably seen Metallica or Dr. Dre complaining
about Napster. But there are also myriad
musicians trying to offer their fans free
downloads.
The issue here comes down to one of
intent. Why is an artist making music? Is it to
share a gift with the world? Is it to spread an
ideological message? Is it to get people dancing?
Or is it to get rich? If an artist is an artist
and not just a corporation (as apparently
Metallica and Dr. Dre are), it is in her or his
best interest to spread the wealth, Greed is
the only motivation for artists against free
music.
But what of their royalties? Isn't free
music denying the musicians their legal right
to earn a living?
Mo, not really,The vast majority of recording artists makes very little on their CDs.
Only the huge stars with the lucrative contracts do, The rest of the musicians support
themselves through performing. Until
Napster starts offering free concert tickets,
the majority of artists will still be able to feed
their kids.

See MUSIQ continued on page 6

Letters
Popping the Colby bubble
How many times have you heard the term
"the Colbybubble" tossed around?
Students are constantly imploring one
another to break away from this virtual boundary and educate themselves on issues outside
our community. Often the rebuttal implies that
the Colby campus does not offer us the opportunities to educate ourselves on the local and
world issues that surround and affect us. I beg
to differ, dting two completely unrelated
events in the past week that were grossly
under-attended by the Colby student body.
My first example is the rally for referendum
six, on the ballot in the State of Maine. This referendum, to give a very broad description,
would make it illegal to discriminate against
residents on the basis of their sexual orientation. I do not wish to sway you one way or
another, only to make a point. The number of
students in attendance at this event was, at
best, sad. I could name a number of people,
with whom I am good friends, that will be voting yes on referendum 6 on Nov. 7, but who
were not present on Triday afternoon, Key
speeches and points were made, not just supportingthe referendum, but educating the voters on the history and implications it has.
Secondly, Sunday night, in Lovejoy 215, a
debate that focused on environmental issues
was held between three of the presidential candidate committees (Democratic, Republican
and Green parties). I am sorry to say that I felt
like the true minority at this debate. Members
of the Colby Environmental Coalition surrounded me. As a Gore supporter I was out-

numbered C.E.C, to one. Colby: because you
were not present at this debate it was fjitile.
Neither the Democrats nor the Republicans
had any outside support against a sea of Green
party voters with firmly preformed opinions.
In order to truly educate yourselves and
break through the Colby bubble you must take
responsibility for your learning. Colby gives
you the opportunities. I implore you to use
these to your benefit. Do not stand idly whining about your naivete when the information
presents itself to you.

such a fabulous event for the town kids. My little witch and butterfly had a great time, and
WOWI I was impressed with your huge efforts
decorating costuming and enthusiastically
welcoming the pirates, dragons, fairies, lions,
bumblebees, bunnies, and many other characters who braved the blizzard for tricks or treats.
Ifs great for kids around here to grow up
knowing the Colby students are such a friendly bunch and knowing college can be goofy fun
sometimes. When my friends in town remark
on what a wonderful event Colby put on for
their kids, I am particularly proud to teach
Amity Burr '03 here.

Halloween treats
On behalf of the parents and other escorts of
the countless small animals, princesses, witches, cowgirls, and other unusual organisms
wandering around campus in search of candy
and fun on Sunday, I would like to acknowledge the hard work by the students who organized the Halloween festivities. My five-yearold has been marking the days off until
Halloween on her calendar since the beginning
of the month- what a nice gesture by the Colby
students to extend this holiday for what
seemed to be hundreds of local kids! Thank
you for all your hard work!
Julie Millard
Chemistry Department
I wanted to thank all the students involved
in the Halloween Extravaganza for staging

Elizabeth Sagaser
English Department

Twelfth Play er Recognition
My thanks to those Colby students who
attended the Colby-Bates football game last
Saturday. Your presence and enthusiasmcreated a wonderful atmosphere and had an important impact on the outcome. Perhaps, none
more so, than on our goal line stand at the
beginning of die fourth quarter and again at the
games conclusion when you all had to:
DEFEND THE MULE!
I know I speak for our team in conveying
our appreciation. We hope to see you all at the
CBB Championship Game vs, Bowdoin in the
"Mule Dome," Nov. 11. GO MULES!
TomAustin
Head football coach

Take another look at discrimination and prejudice
The Far
Write

Michael Jose
, Although strictly speaking I did not attend,
I did witness some of the rally for Question Six
(the "gay rights" referendum), Amid all the
cries of "Moine won't discriminate" and
"Equal rights for all," I couldn't help but notice
that there was a side to the issue that people
were not considering. What about private
property rights? If a person wants to rent out
his home, what right does the government
have to tell him what criteria he is or is not
allowed to use in selecting a tenant? What
about freedom of association?

Most students, when they hear these argu- debated against those who think that simple
ments, fall back on cries of "discrimination," as repetition of the word "discrimination" is
if the use of this one word ollows tlie govern- enough of an explanation to justify' not only
ment to invade private property and determine anti-discrimination laws in general, but even
one's hiring practices. Not that discrimination the idea of laws that would restrict,a person's
is a good thing, but when government starts ability to express ideas that are considered, distelling people what hiring practices to adopt, criminatory.
And of course, there is the issue of radsm.
we have started on the slow road to total sodalWhile I deplore racism, Iam a little wary of
ism.
I suppose my position on discrimination is people using it in every context as a way simsimilar to the position of most pro-dioicers on ply to extort guilt from whites. For example, I
abortion. It is not that I approve of discrimina- see nothing radst in preferring to give money
tion, but I do not want the government making to street singers and to artists to people who
the choice. (By the way, this means I also disap- simply beg. I am also a little disturbed when
prove of laws that prevent an employer from we vilify Columbus but excuse atrocities comenacting any type of affirmative action he mitted by Genghis Khan in China or by
empire-building Native American tribes (such
desires, including quotas),
Of course, I am willing to debate these as the Mayans) because "this is simply part of
points, and thorc are times that Ihave heard
reasonable counter-arguments. But I have also See JOSE, continued on page 5
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ple ought to get the smallest tax cut, then Mr. Bush's #
making several new appointments, this quote does By MARK BUSCHENFELD T
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has said Gore's support for choice has been paigns. Gore has more than once proposed to ban
Colby, I implore you: do not succumb to fear
,. £ unequivocal. Kate Michelman, President of the soft money in this election in an effort to curb the keep our own money. Even his supporters question
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National Abortion and Reproductive Rights Action astronomical costs of running presidential cam- this lope: "His 'targeted'tax cuts would complicate mongcring It is aa insult to you and to American
...9 League, has not only given Gore NARAL's official paigns. Bush has refused each proposal, knowing the co d e often without achieving their goal. politics. Bush has a new vision by which our pros- 0
endorsement, but has also stated her belief that he his success relies directly on these very contribuj- (Washington Post endorsement)." Bush's phin: i f perit 1.' and international prominence will be ,
tions to his campaign made by big business, tobacj - you pay taxes, you gel .i lax cut How refreshingl y enhanced './Kile accomplishing the goals that Algore w
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Wasteland
Ryan Davis
The 12th season of "The Simpsons" debuts
this Sunday on Fox. As a long-time, hard-core,
trivia-obsessed (Krusty the Clown is based on
David Lettermai.), Homer-quote-spouting,
("There are two kinds of college students: jocks
and nerds. As a jock, it is my duty to give nerds
a hard time,"), scene-memorizing (if you would
ever like to hear the full text of "Cletus, the
Slack-jawed Yokel," give me a call), all-out
"Simpsons" obsess ive, I felt it was my duty to
mark this occasion in some way.
The pro blem is that even af ter more than 200
episodes (nearly all of which I have seen multiple times), Istill feel incapable of expla ining the
exact nature of the show's genius, Running the
gamut from lowbrow potty humor to remarkably sophisticated political satire, tlie creative
team behind "The Simpsons" has made it more
or less impossible to give a satisfactory summary of the show's humor In a 1000-word essay.
Perhaps a 1000-page reference book would be
more appropriate.
As dedicated readers ot (his column know,I
often use quotations from the show as epigrams
to illustrate various truisms about TV and soci.;* ety in general ("She's like a Milk Dud : sweet on
1 »« the outside, poison on the inside"), As a solution
;. to the problem of how to eluddat o the sheer
; I hilarity that has reigned on Fox since December
.' 17,1989,1 have merely decided to make this colJ umn a list of great Simpsons quotes.
£ 7 The idea is to show, as I have often told peo* pie; thai for any possibleevent or situation you
; y evcr.qrtcounter In your life, there has been a joke
|[y*fcdut it on "The Slmpsohs." (If not, there hos
!; been one on "Seinfeld" or "Mystery Science
• Thioater 3000," but thow aw other columns.) $p
j without further ado, I present a brief overview
i 1 of the wit arid wisdom of Springfield on the Sub:
;^ oft: - ' : : , ' , 7: ;' ,7^ ' ' v v ' ^ : v -v- ¦

:p 0,y :.fy}- l 4^;i.f! : ; yv

* Gun Control: "Guns aren't
toys!They'refor family protection, hunting dangerous of delicious animals, and keeping the
King of England out of your face." - Knisty
* Movie Violence: "Come on, Lisa. If you
don't watch the violence,you'll never get desensitized to it," - Bart, during "Space Mutants

vnr

* TV: "Television - teacher, moth er, secret
lover!" - Homer
*Global "Warming: "Could this record-breaking heat wave be the result of Hie dreaded
'greenhouse effect? Well, if 70-degree days in
the middle of winter are the 'price' of car pollution, you'll forgive me if I keep my old Pontine,"
-Kcnt Brockrnan
* Political Correctness: "This is nothing but
dead white male bashing from a P,C. thug, Ifs
women li ke you who keep the rest of us from
landing a good husband," - Miss Hoover, on
Lisa's t erm paper
* Immigrat ion: "Ya know what really
aggrayazes me? Is dem immigants, dey want all
the benefits of living here, but they ain't even
bother to learn deyselfs the language!" - Moe.
"Yeah, those are exactly my sentimonies!" Homer
*. Republicans: "We want whafs worst for
everyone," "We're just plain evil." - Signs outside the Republican National Convention
* Democrats: "We hate life and ourselves."
"We can 't govern." - Signs outside the
DemocraticMotional Convention
* Third-Party Candidates: "Oh nol Aliens,
bloduplicatlon> nude conspiracies! Lyndon
Loltouchewas right!" - Homer
?Ambition: "TVylng Is the -first step towards
failure. " - Homer
* Christmas: "Aren't we forgetting the true
meanin g of this day - the birth of Santa?" • Bart
* Conservatives vs. Liberals: "Isn 't this just
typical? Another intelligent conservativ e here,
railroaded hy our liberal justice system - just like
Colonel Oliver North, Officer Stacy Koon and
cartoon smokesperson Joe Camel," • talk-show
host Birch Barlow
* Lab or; "If you don't likeyoifr job, you don't
strike. Yfjji just go in there every day and do it

really half-assed . Thai's the American Way!" Homer
•* Sex Education: "So kids, now that you
know how it's done, don't do it," - Troy
McClure in "Fuzzy Bunny's Guide to YouKnow-WhatT
* Abortion: An alien is impersonating Bill
Clinton: "Abortions for all!" (crowd boos)
"Abortions for none!" (crowd boos again) "Very
well, Abortions for some, miniature American
flags for others!" (crowd cheers and waves
miniatureAmerican flags)
* American Poetry: "Damn you Whit
Whitnnnn! I hate you Walt freakin' Whitman!

FOR ANY POSSIBLE EVENT
OR SITUATION YOU EVER
ENCOUNTER IN YOUR LIFE,
THERE HAS BEEN A JOKE
ABOUT IT ON "THE
SIMPSONS."
'Leaves of Grass' my ass!" - Homer
* Role Models: "All of our founding fathers,
astronauts and World Series heroes have teen
either drunk or on cocaine." - Police Chief
Wlfcgunrt
? Homophobia: "There's only two kinds of
guys who wear Hawaiian shirts - gay guys and
big fat party animals. And Bart doesn't look like
a big fat party animal to me!" .Homer
* Relationships: "When it comes to coirtplir
ments, women are ravenous, bloodsucking
monsters , always wonting more, more, morel
And iiyou give it to them, you'll get plenty buck
in return." ¦
Homer
?White Privilege: "I'm a white male, aged 18
to 49, Everyone listens to me! No matter how
dumb my suggestionsawl" - Homer/ enjoying a
product he suggested called "Nuts and Gum:
Together at Lastl"
? Follgion; "This so-called new religion is
nothing but a pack of wel«!rifuals and chauiof
deslgned to take aw|ythe moi^y fools, Mow,

let us say the Lord's Prayer 40 times, but first,
lef s pass around the collection plate," - Rev.
Lovejoy
* Celebrities: "If celebrities didn't want people pawing through their garbage and saying
they're gay,they shouldn't have tried to express
themselves creatively," - Homer
* Beer: "To alcohol! The cause of - and solution to - all of life's problems." - Homer
* "You can't seriously want to ban alcohol, It
tastes great, makes women appear more attractive, and makes a person virtually invulnerable
to critidsm."- Mayor Quimby
* Drinking Gomes: "It doesn't matter if you
win or lose, ifs how dmnk you get," - Homer, to
Bart
*Sexual Harassment : "You pinch, we lynch."
- sign held by a protester after Homer is falsely
accused of grabbing the butt of the family's feminist grad student babysitter
f * "The Simpsons" and its fans: "Networks
like animat ion because they don't have to pay
the actors squall" - Homer, wat chi ng a TV show
called "The Laughter Family"
*The Comic Book Guy is disappointed by an
episode of "Itchy and Scratchy.": "As a loyal
viewer, I feel they owe me," he soys, Bart
responds: "What? They've given you thousands
of hours of entertainment for free! What could
they possibly owe you?"
* "Cartoons don't have any deep meaning.
They're just stupid drawings that give you a
cheap laugh."- Homer
Homer and company may just be stupid
drawings, but they have given the world hunn
dfeds of thousands of cheap laughs over the
years. So here's to "The Simpsons," the funniest,
smartest, and best show fn the history of television , On the sad, hopefully distant day when U
goes off the olr, TV will truly become a vast
wasteland.
.

Ryan Davis is the News E ditor for the Echo, If
you knowwhat' s noodfbr you, you won't bother him
, between8 and fl;30 oh Sunda y nkhts,

JOSE: Racism
revisited

Contin ued f rom page 4
their culture." Then, of course, there is the
assertion that standardized tests, IQ tests,
and other such measures are not predictive in
any way, This comes mainly from the fact
that the tests do not produce the results that
we want between racial groups (1think that it
is more likely that the tests reflect differences
in the quality of education available to different groups rather than either innate differences or "institutional bias" in the tests themselves),
My main concern is that we are being led
not toward finding working solutions to
these problems, but toward accepting whatever "solutions" (readi bigger government)
are offered by the elite who are promoting the
guilt-fest,
That is not to say that there is no racism,
but that the way the issu e is being present ed
(white -evil, if you ore wh ite you must whip
yourself forty times because whiteness is so
evil, all bigotry comes directly or indirectly
from whites) is counterproductive.
There are, however , some things that are
racist that we do not talk about enough, The
idea that any black person whose positions
ate different from that of the liberal establishment (such as WardConnerly orJ.C. Watts) is
automat ically a "boat-licking Uncle Tom"
(not to be confused with a reasoned disagreement with other positions) Is racist. The idea
among some of the "black leaders" (specifically Michael Eric Dyson) that they can speak
for the entire block community on Issues
such as private school vouchers when their
ideas are different from those of the majority
of blacks (Dyson is against vouchers, most
black people ore for them ) is,at the very least,
arrogant ,
Ultima tely, we're nil in this together, Ufs
come together and work out solutions, But
let' s not come to tlie table with each ethnic
group determined to extract a pound of flesh,
or with each group looking down on tho
other. We might not agree on anythin g, but at
least we would
we ¦rcrfpected each
¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦¦know that
'
other * *' ' ' " '¦ ' •7 ¦¦* ¦ . . •
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MUSIC: log on to
Napster
Continued from p age 4
Whaf s more, those artists who do lose a
noticeable profit through decreased record
sales, those who don't need the exposure,
they are also the ones charging ridiculously high rates for their concert tickets anyway. Did you know the Rolling Stones
were charging $1,000 for the good seats on
their last tour?
One issue that seldom gets discussed in
this debate, though, is the wealth gap free
downloads perpetuate. Who's getting the
most free music?. Rich college kids with
free, high-speed Internet access. The division between the rich and the poor (who
seldom possess a G3 with an Ethernet
hook-up) grows worse.
As CD prices climb, many people are
either prevented from being able to buy
music, or are forced to spend money they
could better spend elsewhere in order to
appease their kids.
Like Ralph Nader, though, I prefer to
view the long-range scenario. 1believe that
if the rich college kids (who buy most of
the CDs anyway) continue to get free
music and therefore slow.the ringing of die
registers at record stores, tlie companies
will eventually acquiesce. Eventually we'll
reach a breaking point and market prices
will fall. The road to corporate control
(read: hell) is reversible. And our task is
simple:buy less.
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If you were living in Maine in the 1950s you may remember the one
airline servicing the State — Northeast YellowBird. Its limited schedule
and lack of competition didn't make flying attractive to Maine residents.
But the newness of air travel and the slim pickings for airline service in
Maine did not deter the McQuade family from opening a travel agency
in 1956. Northeast Yellow Bird eventually became Delta AirLines, and
the McQuade travel agencies gained a reputation unsurpassed in the travel
industry. WatervilleTravel Service is one of their travelagencies, opening
in this city in 1962.
Today, Waterville Travel remains a family owned and operated
company. They offer cruises and tours and make every effort to locate
the best prices with reputable companies for their customers. They are
known for their outstanding customer service, helping both experienced
and novice travelers negotiate through the maze of travel options.
The key to finduig the best options for your travel is to plan early,
say the staff at Waterville Travel. But for those travelers looking for
bargains, Waterville Travel keeps a list of customers, destinations and
dates and will call as soon as an attractive offer or discount becomes
available. They also offer weekly specials...
Think globally and buy locally. The professionals at Waterville Travel
are ready to help you with all your travel needs...
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Jeff Calareso is a weekly columnist f or the
Echo.
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convenience stores and gas stations

easily located throughout Central and

Southern Maine, and New Hampshire.
In Watexville look for the Puffin at 105
College Aye and 94 Pleasant Street (24hour). At both locations you will find
friendl y folks, gas and groceries.
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. Diwali festival of lights generates student enthusiasm
By: MANGO CHIN

tival of lights symbolizing the victory
of righteousness and the lifting of
STAFF WRITER
spiritual darkness. The word
Before I begin recounting my 'Deepawali' literally means rows of
experience at Colby's Celebration of diyas (clay lamps), which light up
Diwali tKis past Friday night, I'm. homes on the holiday. This festival
compelled to comment on the effort commemorates Lord Rama's return
of students to make others more to his kingdom, Ayodhya, after comaware of cultural and societal issues. pleting his 14-year exile. This festive
(Bear with me, I'm new and have lit- occasion also marks the beginning of
tle to complain about at this point.) I the Hindu new year and Lord
was particularly tickled by the Ganesha, the elephant-headed god
turnout at Page Commons for the which symbolizes of auspiciousness
Festival of Lights. Coming from a and wisdom, is also worshiped in
high school (that I'm still in the most Hindu homes on this day.
Kicking off the festival with a
process of trying to flush out of my
good
start, Fayal Shah '01 persystem) with students who were
for
m
ed
Pushpumjali , an invocation
over tly self-absorbed, I find it
d ance, beautifully.
"She was really expressive,"
for aim exciting finale ,
said Bethany Bodwell '04.
In addition to that, she seemed
Colby's own Indian
happy to perform,
genuinely
Dance performers
which is an unattested plus.
rocked the stage with
Student readings corresponding
their interpretation of
to Hinduism, Islam, Christianity,
dholna , a contem porary Buddhism, Shintoism, Judaism,
and Sikhism, followed Shah's perindian dance based on
formance. The Megalomaniacs
TRADITIONAL WALE-FEMALE
then sang an a cappella version of
the Hindu prayer song "Aarti Jaya
PERFORMANCE.
Jagadish Hare."
"The Megs' performance was
refreshing to have seen the interest
and enthusiasm of students to see really beautiful; they did a really
something other than an obvious great job," said Christina Ramos '04,
reflection of themselves. Though 1 who recalled this as one of her
don't think people should be con- favorite parts of the show.
True, I had no idea what the
gratulated for awareness of things
words
meant, but with voices like
other than themselves, I do think it's
the Megs could sing in any
angels,
worth acknowledging.
language
they'd like, and it coul d
To put it simply, the Colby
very
well
be
one of the most meanCelebration of Diwali was a success.
things
I've ever heard.
ingful
To appreciate it for all it's worth, a
The
African
drumming of Alex
short history lesson couldn't hurt:
'03
and
company pounded
Browne
Deepawali or Diwali, the most panIndian of all Hindu festivals, is a fes- out Odunde, an African fall harvest

Thursda y 1 1/2
•Hi 239 Film Showings-Glory - '
Lovejoy 213 7:00-9:00 pm
•Upman Lecture - Page
Commons Room Cotter Union
7:00-10:00 pm.
•SGA Films - 'What Lies
Beneath" - Lovejoy 100 8:0010:00 p m
•Ice Cream Study Break Push Center Cotter Union
¦
9:30-10:30 p.m.

Friday 1 1/3

Sister and brother tance team Vijay and Rajyalakshmi Pa laparty thrill an audience both Colby and
waterville community members Friday night.
song. Similar to their performance at
Foss a weekend ago, the group possessed the ability to induce audience
members to twist and turn body
parts in the most interesting ways.
Speaking of intriguing dance
moves, Rajyalakshmi and Vijay
Palaparty, professional dancers, performed several gorgeous pieces of
traditional dance. The precision was
amazing; even the way they moved
their eyes was perfectly synchronized. The coolest thing about
Rajyalakshmi (the brother of the
brother-sister duo) was his wicked

snazzy purple costume - I'd like to
see a guy on campus pull that one
off!
For an exciting finale, Colby's
own Indian Dance performers
rocked the stage with their interpretation of Dholna, a contemporary
Indian Dance based on traditional
male-female performance. What
ensued can be loosely described as a
version of the joyous celebrations
that occur at Colby on the weekends.
Okay, maybe with a bit more elegance? Sobriety? Okay; a bad comparison.

Following some final words:
Indian delicacies were provided by
Hi Bombay! They appeared to be
quite scrumptious, though I remain
relatively ignorant in this area since
the waiting lines were far too disagreeable, as is the ever-looming
freshman-fifteen.
Congratulations to all of the performers and organizers of the event,
especially Jutika Kalghatgi '01 and
Hilary Nfeiman '01, on an amazing
job.

•Casino Night (Alcohol
'
Awareness Week) - Page
Commons Room Cotter Union
8:00-1 1:30 pm.
•DANCE - Mary Low
Coffeehouse 9:00 p.m-l:0O
a.rn

Saturday 1 1/4
•Filming of Interview for
Documentary - Eustis
\
Boardroom Eustis 3:30-8:00 • I
*
p.m.
•Music at Colby Series -.
Lorimer Chapel 7:30- 10:00 pm .

Sunday 1 1/5

The Legendof Bagger Vance':enjoyable,pretty,strangely empty

•Filming of Interview for
Documentary - Eustis
Boardroom Eustis 9:00
a.m.-12:00 p.m.
•Pizza Party (fiicohpl
Awareness Week) - Spa Cotter
Union 3:00-5:00 pm.

ny. He even ditched his
Nevertheless, this is a
"
THE
Adele
(Charlize
LEGEND
OF
beautifully
shot movie, espegirlfriend
Theron), daughter of the
cially
the
golf
sequences. I
BAGGER VANCE"
richest man in town.
always wonder if, when the
Tracked down later Directed by ROBERT REDFORD screenplay calls for the actor to
when Adele needs a local written by jeremy levem
make a certain shot,they keep
boy to compete against the starring Will smith, Matt
filming until he does, or if they
national heavyweights in
do it with spedal effects. At
Damon, Charlize theron
the tournament held at her
several points, I was conlate father 's country club in RATED PG-13
vinced Matt Damon was really
the
midst
of
the RUNNING TIME: 127 MINUTES
playing golf. Maybe I'm naive.
Depression, Junuh finds he
The characters are univerhas all but completely lost
sally likable, even the bad
REVIEW GRADE:
his touch. Then Bagger
guys (from the judges trying to
appears out of the darkness
repossess Adele's country dub
and strange things begin to
to Junuh's rival golfers, everyhappen.
one seems pleasant). Smith
"The Legend of Bagger Vance" is a simple and Damon have some great scenes together
story, told fairly simply. From the setup I've sup- which lift the movie whenever they occur. I wish
plied above, you can more or less figure out there were more scenes of them talking about life
everything that happens in the movie. That isn't and fewer sports movie clichds on the green.
necessarily a bad thing, and Damon and Smith,
Thinking about the title after the movie was
engaging as always, make it fun to watch, but the over, I was perplexed as to what the "legend" is
whole movie rings rather hollow.
exactly. As far as I can tell, Bagger comes out of
Bagger gives miraculous advice, but the the shadows, helps Junuh for three days, and is
nature of his powers is never made clear, Junuh never heard from again. Not much of a legend.
and Adele exhibit push-and-pull sexual tension,
This is a movie with serious "Field of Dreams"
but we never quite care whether or not they get aspirations, but it never quite reaches that film's
together. The young boy who helps Bagger caddy standards as one of the best sports movies ever
(and narrates the story from old age as Jack made. While "Field" was original and complex,
Lemmon) becomes enraptured by the game of "Bagger Vance" is derivative and simplistic, and
golf, but seems to exist more to look cute than to the mystical aspects are not handled with the
advance the story. The list goes on.
same deft touch as in Kevin Costner's baseball
While the acting is always assured and vivid, opus.
the screenplay's dialogue ("Do you expect me to
As my friend who saw the film with me put it,
just melt into your arms like butter on a muffin?") "Bagger Vance" " n feel-good movie," I guess
and limited storyline (two hours about a single thafs true, but ifs not really a feel-great movie.
match? Couldn't Bagger and Junuh have had Ifs too predictable for that, But if that sort of thing
more adventures?) leave a lot to be desired. The doesn't bother you, and you want to see a welldevice of the little boy narrating the movie as an acted, occasionally funny and altogether agreeold man is kind of clumsy and interferes with the able film , "The Legend of Bagger Vance" may be
story, On too many occasions, we are told things for you,
rather than shown them,

/

Monday 11/6
•HI 239 Film ShowlngsAndersonvllle • Lovejoy 213
7:00-9:00 pm.
•Elec tion Panel Discussion Pcge Commons Room Cotter
Union 8:00-9:30 pm.

B-

PHOTO COURTESY DREAMWORKS

Matt Damon and Charlize Theron share a tender moment in the movie Bagger Vance.

By RYAN DAVIS

Bagger Vance (Smith) never seems quite as
legendary as the title would suggest. He is a mysterious, almost angelic, caddy for disgraced former amateur golfer Rannulph Junuh (Damon),
Bagger offers helpful, somewhat mystical advice
as Junuh competes against hotshot professionals
Bobby Jones and Walter Hagen in an exhibition
tournament in Savannah, Georgia.
Junuh was once the premier amateur in the
dty,but after World War I he went into seclusion,
unable to face the hero's welcome that awaited
him as the only surviving member of his compa-

NEWS EDITOR

Almost the entire running time of Robert
Redford's amiable new film "The Legend of
Bagger Vance" concerns a single golf match. The
acting by stars Will Smith and Matt Damon and
Redford' s s ty lish direction make the movie enjoyable even to those who would never watch golf
on TV, but in the end I feel that much more could
have been done with these characters and this
story.

Tuesday 1 1/7
•A frican-American Women's
Film Festival - Lovejoy 215
6:30-9:30 pm.
•Folk Music Gathering - Mary
Lew Coffeehouse 7:00-9:30

pm

•Music - Collegulum - Lorimer
Chapel 7:00-10:00 pm

Wednesday

compl etely new, unpredictable and

ridiculous plot line before ending
and starting right back again at the
'
From five-foot ducks to blue ket- beginning. Each new segment tops
tles, Caryl Churchill's experimenta l the last with its seemlingly random
plot designs keep audience mem- and shocking drama, One scene
bers guessing even after the lights ends w ith a character try i ng to eat
mself , another with gunners rushgo down on "Blue Heart," The two h|
ing
the stage and murdering the
one-act plays, "Heart's Desire" and
,
and yet another with two charcast
CBiue Kettle,'! that compose "Blue
acters
practically having sex in the
Jfteart/'yfito different in their settlings, tTiemds and characters, but middle of the stage, leaving audimembers
quest i oning
corinectccftn the, fact that they defy ences
rill of tho' principal niles applied to whether they should laugh or gasp.
The actors showed precision in
plot structure. It is Churchill's
their
movements/ recreating variabsolute .d isregard of the typical
ous
scenes
over and over using
expos it ion, rising action/ climax and
identical
voice
Inflections, gestures
conclusion pattern that makes her
end
emotions.
Emily
Brldwcll '02 ns
J'ontl-plnyci" ns engaging and brilAlice, Stuart Luth '01 as Brian / and
liant as they ore.
;. "Heart's Desire" brings the audi- Lauren Schnad '01 as Malsie, recreence on a rollorcoastor ride of action ated each scene with ^impressive
and :cimotibn,•" with each ,. seine accuracy/ and several ' times with
as if the
beginning tho sflme but following o incredible speed,
¦ live action
• ¦¦ •
:\
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was being fast-forwarded before the
audience's eyes, In this act
Church ill prove d that a play does
not have to be organized In a logical
sequence to be entertaining, fun
and thought-provoking,
In "Blue Kettle" Church ill

explores the realm of language

manipulation and Interpretation.
Derek, played by Michael Hepburn
'04, proceeds to con women into
thinking that he is their long lost
child which they gave up for adoption, Clearly mourning the declining mental state of his own mother,
played by Bre ilyn Brantley '04,
Derek seeks to find motherly attention and affection through the relationships he forges with these
women. As the plot progresses his
lies turn In on themselves, with
pressure from Derek' s girlfriend
Enid, Rachel Merrick '03.
It all sounds very simple ¦except
7 • ¦¦ -7 ' / ' . . ;. ' ,', .. ;' ¦'¦. ." '. -• . 77' ' ¦ ' : ¦' '/¦ , t

THE ACTORS SHOWED
PRECISION IN THEIR
MOVEMENTS,
RECREATING VARIOUS
SCENES OVER AND
OVER USING
IDENTICAL VOICE
INFLECTIONS ,
GESTURES AND EMOTIONS.
for the fact that throughout the piny
tho dialogue slowly begins to
Include only two words, blue and
kettle. In a final emotionally explosive scene, Mrs. Plant, played by
Krltitli . Elder '02/ confronts Derek
about his lies using the words blue

and ket tle w ith only a few other

phrases mixed in. This breakdown
of language presented an unusual
challeng e f or actors ;only act ion and
characterization could relay the
themes of this emotionally jampacked play. Because logical dialogue was not presented, the audience had to interpret the action for
itself , making for a unique night at
the theater.
The cast formed a true ensemble,
providing an excellent Interpretation of Churchill's challenging,
intellectual style. Embracing the
breakdown of language and structura l absurdity that marks
Churchill's works, the theater and
dance department has once again
presented a rare style of drama that
breaks down barriers and forces
audience members not just to
watch, but to interpret. ;
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*
•'Who Owes What to the
Holocaust Su/vft/ora* - Pugh r:
Center Cotter Union
7;30-9:00pm
~
•Play Time: An hour long play.~:
reading series - Mary Low
;
Coffeehouse
*
9i00-l0;00pm.
:;

"Blue Heart" quickens th e pulse and confuses the mind
By KELLY STOOS
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Gdlby Symphony Orchestra
plays to packed audience

By SARAH CHAPPLE SOKOL

three movements of the challenging

music effortlessly, playing the quick,
slow, light, heavy, loud, and mellow,

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

melodies like a true virtuoso. The audience responded enthusiastically by
As the Colby Symphony Orchestra standing for a rousing ovation at the
warmed up their instruments, an excit- completion of the piece.
ed buzz filled Lorimer Chapel.
Unfortunately several people left
Students, faculty, and members of the during the intennission, but those who
Waterville community, young and old stayed were in for a treat. The first
alike, crowded into the chapel out of piece of the second half was "Norfolk
the cold, blustery night to hear the Khapsody No. 1" by the 20th century
orchestra play in the fifth concert of the composer Vaughan Williams. This
ies.
2000-2001 Music at Colby Ser
work, composed of rustic' The Colby Symphony Orchestra, superb
sounding melodies, featured both a
under the direction of Jonathan viola solo, played by Charles Kadyk,
Hallstrom, is made up of Colby stu- and a darinet solo, played by Faith
dents and faculty as well as visiting Barker "02.
musicians. Saturday night, they played
The final piece of the night, the
four wonderful pieces to a packed Danzas del ballet "Estancia," by
audience. As the lights went down and Alberto Ginastera, was a crowd
the oboe began to tune the orchestra, a favorite. It began with a strong steady
hush came over the crowd in antidpa- melody that was reminiscent of the
tion of the sounds of Mendelssohn, music of "Star Wars," and continued
Chopin, Vaughan Williams, and through three' other short movements
Ginastera.
to the Final Dance, after which the
; The first piece, "Overture to A entire audience immediately rose to a
Midsummer Nighf s Dream," which well-deserved standing ovation.
Felix Mendelssohn composed when he
As I stood in the chapel after the
was just 17years old,was a wonderful concert, I heard people humming the
beginning to the two-hour long con- melodies of the final piece and gushing
cert. Its beautiful melodies and har- over the quality of the concert. This
monies often alternated between the was the first of several weekly concerts
strings and the woodwinds.
which showcase the talents of Colby
' The second piece in the program
students, and if you didn't get to see
was Fre"de"ric Chopin's "Piano the Colby Symphony Orchestra, I
Concerto No. 2" and featured Cheryl strongly urge you not to miss another
Tschanz, a piano teacher here at Colby. wonderful concert.
This was truly a magnificent piece,
tschanz whirled her way through the

Please join me on

a

Orien t at ion
I will appreicate your vote
for me as well. Thank you.

Frederic JOHNSON
for State Representative

Authorized by the candidal: and paid for by JOHNSON for Legislature,
Earl Mullen, Treasurer, 6 Newland Avenue, Waterville, ME 04901

Rock and Bowl hootchie coo

By SARAH BELANGER 7
STAFF WRITER

\

It was a Thursday night and the
time was right for rolling some balls
and knocking some pins. Ahh, yes, it
was Senior Night at Rock 'n Bowl,
and love was in the air. Thanks ,to
Emily Mahlman and Jon Engel, senior
class reps, members of the class of .'01
had the lanes of Strike Ten Bowling
(located near Thomas College), all to
themselves. It was a glorious night.
Rock 'n Bowl is another one of
those fabled Colby experiences in
which 1had yet to partake. In fact, the
more of these columns I write, the
more I realize that I am a social misfit
who spent way too much time thus
far in her college career living Under a
'*
rock. But I digress.
Jon and Emily did a great job promoting the night of unparalleled
bowling, saturating our campus with
numerous posters urging us to reach
for the stars and bowl like demi-gods.
They posted champions bowlers for
us to admire and emulate and gave us
countless reasons why we should

start our weekend.,a day early and hit
tihe lanes. There was no way I could
deny the pull to Strike Ten.
After a few challenging rounds of
flip-cup in the apartments to jumpstart my competitive spirit I headed
off to Rock 'n Bowl. The festivities
started at 9 pm, although I never manage to get myself to these things on
time and arrived around 10:30 pm or
so. We paid our ^9 at the doo& found
some bowling shoes, and chose our
lane.
The place was already rockin'
(they don't call it Rock 'n Bowl for
nothing) and I was pleased with the
turnout. These senior bonding things
really make me happy for some reason. Possibly because after going
abroad I had a rude awakening when
I realized that suddenly this campus
¦was full of strangers, and nights like
Rock 'n Bowl prove that I really do
still know people here.
Ok, so after we had our lane and I
finally found a pair of shoes that fit
me, I headed to the bar; One plus of
Strike Ten is that they carry huge
beers-those 22 ounce Budwisers that

Strike Ten where the music was
thumping the lights were freaky/and
the balls glowed neon pink and blue.
LOVINGLY HURLED MY
I was smitten with my pink ball, I
must say. It was probably the best part
PINK BALL, ONLY TO
of the night. Not that mybowling was
HAVE IT GET SUCKED
any good, cause it wasn't. Numerous
times I lovingly hurled my pink ball,
INTO THE GUTTER .
only to have it get sucked into the gutter.I tried a number of things to try to
cost $325 and complete the bowling bring my bowling -up to par, like
experience. Unfortunately, due to doing that back foot crossover thing
high demand, the big Buds didn't last that the pros do, but to no avail. Tears
all night, but Strike Ten carries a few poured into my plastic cup of lessdifferent brands of beer in bottles and than-super American beer as I came
has a couple on tap. Exactly what to terms with yet another athletic failthose are I couldn't tell you, but I ure. Or perhaps it was just the rest of
know that they're there, along with a the beer dripping out of my ear from
variety of great, greasy bowling when I bumped into someone.
Don't let me make you think that
snacks.
e bowling is dependent on beer.That is
Rock 'n Bowl was a departur
from my bowling experiences back not so. I believe that people from all
home in northern New Hampshire. walks of life, beer drinkers and soda
Rock 'n Bowl was almost, I dare say, sippers alike, can all unite and let the
hip, whereas the Berlin Bowling good times bowl. It was a really great
ime and I'd encourage the reps from
Center in Berlin, NH is a time warp t
back to 1962 when faux-wood panel- the other dasses to organize Rock ;'ii
ing was chic and you could still Bowls for themselves. And use the
smoke indoors. Juxtapose that with pink balls, they're the coolest
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Grand Central
Cafe j/}

&

Wat erville, Maine's
? Qualify food made fresh
t o order using only t he
finest ingredients.
* Super salads , burri tos,
pasta, stir -fries and
much , much more!
• Many low fat and
vegetarian options.

Live music this week:
Blues Man Pave Mello
Thurs Nov.2nf 7-10
*1.00 microbrew draf ts
all night !
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872-9135* nas@mlnt.net
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Here's What'sPlaying Friday, Nov.3
throughThursday, Nov. S
QJmk stars in afilm toy Lars Von Trkr

DANCER IN THE DARK

Thai Phocharna Restaurant
Authentf cThat Cuisine

R Nishttyat T-fltt aiKf MS
Also MalitWM StttJSutu ai £30

Will Smith * Matt Damon

THE LEGEND OF
BAGQET VANCE

69.Bay St., Winslow • 877-6688 • JPAX »<>7*873h66b<»

Open 7 da ys 11 a„m. to 9 p.m;
FUj u 4k Sa t* till io f.m*

PG-li Nightly « 5:t». 7:25 ond <MO
Abft Matinee* SoMSutua tfctOactd 2:35

CHUTNEY POPCORN

,,, Lunch di Dj nner Specials %£at In or Take-Chit
'
''
^OFJ P ,?oi%t . c)otWjB ^p: STaPEKTSf
"^i^

Nightly at 5:>0
.Alio Matinees Sat/Sun. at 12:45

$1.00 Oft?
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POULIN - ASSOCIATES EYECARE CENTER
166 Silver Street
Wwcrvlll o, ME 04901
(207) 873-3500
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DEVASTATORS
OF THE 7WEEK

Student
i\ Airfares

Nat Brown "04

Brown finished 10th overall at last weekend's NESCAC Cross
Country Champoinships, earning AU-N1SCAC honors in the
process. His finishing time of 26:44. was 50 seconds faster than any
other NESCAC freshman. With a solid race at new Englards,
Brown might find himself traveling to Nationals.

Amanda Cuiffo '02

This past weekend at the State of Maine Intercollegiate Volleyball
Championships, Cuiffo set a school record for aces in a match with
eight and she surpassed the 1,000 kill marker to become the first
Colby player to record 1,000 career kills and 1,000 career digs.
Cuiffo who led the Mules to the tournament finals was also named
to the All-StateFirst Team and the AH-TournameantTeam.

More Than
p I
m z3 100 Departure Cities
W
wmmmmmmmmm—mmmtmm
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¦
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Study Abroad

AMITY BURR / THE COLBY ECHO

Men's socce r finis hes st rong at Bates

opportunities in tie first half,
putting both shots wide of the
goal. Due to the play of goalie
Justin Amirault '01- the Mules
were able to hold on despite 16
sh ots by Bates. Amirault made
eight saves on the day and recorded his third shutout of the season.
The lone goal of the game came
By MICHAEL SHEA
in the 77th minute. Co-captain Jay
STAFF WRITER
¦
Freedman '01 called the goal "just
beautiful"
and Getty considered it
I Through 90 minutes of blistertape material."
"hi
hlight
g
ing cold wind, the men's s occer
After
a
string of passes down
team battled rival Bates College
the
sideline,
Carl Tugberk '02
for a 1-0 victory. With this victory,
the Mules finished the season at crossed the ball to Jamie Lue '03,
.500 with an overall record of 6-6- who then buried the ball in. the
2. The team also secured a win in corner of the net from 15 yards
the New England Small College out.
"The defense played especially
Athletic Conference and denied
the Bobcats a chance at the post- well in the last 15 minutes of the
game when Bates was pressuring
season.
"It couldn't have been better," heavily," said Amirault.
The Mules cleared all efforts by
co-captain Bill Getty '01 said.
the
Bobcats in the last five minutes
The game was fought through
and
secured their victory.
the midfield with both teams batHead
coach Mark Serdjenian
tling, but neither able to score in
said
,
"It
was
a great way for the
the first half. The Bobcats had two

seniors to finish their careers."
The game was a concerted team
effort on a very difficult day to
play soccer. The team agreed that
one of the best parts of the game
was knocking the Bobcats below
.500 with a record of 6-7-1 and
denying them a birth in the
NESCAC tournament.
¦' The 2000 season was somewhat
disappointing because Colby did
not make the NESCAC tournament. However, while being
plagued by injuries all year,
including the loss of Freedman,
Colby continued to improve with
each game. The Mules never gave
up and the entire team played
with enormous heart. Colby sim-

Eurailpasses

p f

WV

ply did not get it done in the
NESCAC, although they were
competitive in all of their matches.
Serdjenian feels strongly that
winning three of the last four
games of the season will create a
good transition into next year. The
play of underclassmen will help
boost confidence in the young
team, as they will look to challenge for the NESCAC title in
2001. The team knows what to
work on for next season and
Serdjenian will be looking for
another goal scorer to step up in
the forward position.
Serdjenian gave credit to the
seniors as "excellent leaders on
and off the field" and knows that
the team will miss what each of
them has contributed to the program.
Graduating seniors include
Getty, Freedman, Amirault, Noam
Dorros '01, Doug Johnson '01, and
Evan Reece '01.
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Colby wins: shuts out Bates Bobcats in dramatic CBB clash
By PATRICK J. BERNAL
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Last Saturday the Colby football team shutout Bates on its own
Garcelon Field, preventing the
Bobcats from taking back-to-back
CBB titles. The Colby victory
marked the first time the Mules
have defeated the Bobcats in four
years of New England Small
College Athletic Conference play.
The weather was cold and blustery and temperatures were in the
low 40s when the game kicked off
at 1p.m. in Lewiston. Winds of up
to 25 miles per hour limited the
passing games and kicking capabilities of both teams.
'The wind dictated what they
had to, when they could run and
when they could pass," said coMark
captain and
safety
D'Ambrosio '01.
""We have a real stop the run
approach, so the weather played
right into our hands," said co-cap-

Murray dedicated his touchdown to his family dog, which
had died just prior to kickoff.
"Without a doubt, the player of
the game was Joe Murray. He had
to deal with the death of his dog,
and to come through like that was
immense," said cornerback Jason
Brooks '02.
Both teams attempted field
goals, which were blown short by
the wind. Colby clinched the victory on a one-yard QB sneak courtesy of Pan Conley '01 with 4:04 to
play in the game. The touchdown
came immediately after a 45-yard
Conley pass to Andy Tripp '01.
"Going into the wind, it was
hard to get our passing attack
going," said Tripp, "we took what
we could get."
Most of the Mules' offensive
THE two teams
production came from a gritty performance by Danny Noyes '02, a
combined to
wide-receiver turned running
back on the afternoon. Noyes
convert j ust three
chalked up 90 yards, rushing on 19
of 29 third down
carries.
"It may not have been pretty,
attempts. Colby
but we did what we had to do by
held the bobcats
putting up 14 points. We're due
for an offensive explosion next
to j ust iso yards
week against Tufts," said .Tripp.
of total offense,
The only two turnovers of the
game
came in the final four minand sacked bates
utes when the outcome had essenquarterback kane
tially been decided.
Other than the two Colby
jankoski four times. touchdowns,
it was defense that
dominated much of the play.
tain and linebacker Drew Johnson
The two teams combined to
'01.
convert just three of 29 third down
Colby's offense started out hot, attempts. Colby held the Bobcats
scoring on its first drive. The to just 180 yards of total offense,
Mules opened up with the ball on and sacked Bates quarterback
the Bates 37-yard line due to a Kane Jankoski four times.
poor Bates punt. It took Colby
"We really zeroed in on their
only seven plays to get the first star running back (Sean) Atkins.
touchdown of the game on a three- We knew that if we could stop
yard run by Joe Murray '02.
him. we could really shut down

PHOYO BY REBECCA STERN/FREELANCE

The Colby White Mules shut down the Bates Bobcats Saturday on Garcelon Held ,beating themfo r the f irst time in four years.
their offense," said D'Ambrosio of
the Bates sophomore tailback who
rushed for 81 yards on 25 carries.
Some of the stand-out defensive performers for Colby were
defensive tackle Kevin Smalley
'03, who recorded nine tackles and
two and a half sacks, and linebacker Mike Moran '03, who came
up big with nine tackles and several quarterback hurries.
"It was a defensive battle. We
weren't going to take them for
granted by any means," said
Moran. "We focused on our job,
and got ready to take care of business every time we stepped out on
the field," he added.

The shutout marked the second
straight week that Colby has prevented its opposition from scoring
a touchdown, having limited
Hamilton to just three points the
week before.
"We've been stringing together
a couple of great defensive performances. We've been really tough
in the red-zone," said Johnson.
Special teams also played a key
role in deciding last Saturday's
game. Although the wind shortened both teams' kicks, Bates
failed to produce a single punt
that went over 20 yards. "I was
surprised by their kicking. We got
a lot of extra yards off of their bad

punts," said Johnson.
the fan turnout to last year's
"Their kicker was all-NESCAC heart-breaking overtime loss to
last year, we were expecting a bet- the Bobcats during parents' weekter performance. Andy Tripp end.
added a couple of nice punts for
Colby will travel to Medford,;
us," added D'Ambrosio.
Massachusetts Nov. 4 to take on
Many Colby fans also trekked the Tufts Jumbos (2-4).
down to Lewiston offering the
"Any game is tough because
Mules much vocal support.
the NESCAC is so competitive this
"The fans fired us up big time," year. They have a great tailback
said Johnson. "The elements did- and a good defense. It will also be
n't bother them. It was a great col- their seniors' last home game, so
lege football atmosphere. Last we expect them to come out fired
year, they brought up more fans up/' said Johnson.
than we had at the game, this year
With the win, Colby improved
we turned the tables on them, its record to 5-1, while Bates fell to
bringing down so many of our 0-6 on the year.
own," said Johnson, comparing

Women s soccer misses goal , Cuiffo leads Mules to
tournament final round
f alls in NESCAC f i rs t round

PHOTO DY AMANDA BAER/COLDY ECHO

Sara Lovitz '01 relaxes aft er a game.

By SARAH BLASK AND JONATHAN ECK
CONTRIBUTING WR.1TER AND CO-SPORTS EDITOR

The women's soccer team (8-7-0, 4-5-0) Buffered a
tough 3-2 loss to Bowdoin (13-1-1) Tuesday, Oct. 24,In the
flrst round of the New England Small College Athletic
Conference tournament. Bowdoin entered the tournament as ore of tlie favorites, ranked third in the nation,
and seeded second In the tournament. The Mules, how, ever, refused to let these rankings intimidate their
playand remained calm and collected throughout the
entire game. The Polar Bears' reputation was not going to
destroy Colby's conf idence on the field;
, ' For the entire first half It was all Colby. Star* player
Chr
istine O'Donnell '03 put the Mules on the board first
When she fired in n shot with 8:15 on the clock. Elizabeth
Rice '02 assisted on the play.Colby continued to challenge
the Polar Bears and push deep into enemy territory,With
14 minutes left In die half, a Colby shot was knocked
down Inside tho penalty area, Rice stopped up for the
y ponalty kkk and slipped it inside the left post to give the
I Mules a 2*0 lead, The Mules had mode plenty of noise,but
'¦ ¦I , jtyey needed to keep their, cool ,
,' ' '¦< ' -l ',/ ¦' ' ¦''<). .
'. ;y * , A ft» Wfis quickly Ignited in th*hearts of th*Bowlblh
"
$ players who begin to respond 'to, the Mules' offomiye

attack. At 7:27, Polar Bear first-year Jill Falwell found herself in the right place at the right time to snag a loose ball
near the Colby net. Without hesitation, she banged a shot
inside left to pull the Polar Bears right back into the game.
The half played out with a 2-1 White Mule lead.
Colby finished the first half knowing that Bowdoin
was right on their heels.
¦"The first half we played really well and dominated
the field," said co-captain Sara Lovitz '01. "The early second half goal was really disappointing and changed the
momentum, but we remained confident the entire game,"
Both teams were driven ns they returned to the field.
Colby had been playing an attractive game and had
achieved success in shutting down the Polar Bear offense.
However, Bowdoin tightened their laces and set out to
show Colby why they are ranked third In the nation.
Forty-eight seconds following the return to play,
Bowdoin junior Erin Finn-Welch placed a ball passed by
Caroline Budney into the upper right-hand corner of the
Colby net from 20 yards out. In just over eight minutes,
the Polar Bears had evened up the contest. Colby was
somewhat stunned by the quick turnaround, as the Po lar
Bears began to apply the off ens ive pr essure they are
known for, However, Colby goalie Abby KusselL '02
played brilliantly in the net, shut t ing d own a barrage of
Bowdoin shots. After fighting hard/ Bowdoin's Allison
Farmer was fed a ball when Kussell and the Mules were
off-guard and she proceeded to nail a shot into a low corner of the not. The score stood at 3-2 as the clock wound
down.
De sp ite coming up short , the Colby squad was proud
of it's efforts against one of the nation's finest teams. In the
lost regular season game, Colby fell to Bowdoin, 6-0.
Scoring two goals to three In the rematch was a definite
accomplishment, Kussell played an outstan di ng game as
she finished the afternoon with 18 saves that included
numerous breathtaking second half stops. Kussell had
spent roughly two thirds of the season watching from the
bench following surgery on her fifth finger, Coming out
and playing the way she did was remarkable,
"She played absolutel y out of her mind," said co-captain Katie Rowon '01,
, Tlie Mules have little to, be disappointed about. The
team is awaiting an invitation to participate in the Eastern
College Athletic Conference Champlonshipa, Hopefully
positive word is on the Way, Regardless, the Lady Mules
can be proud of the pfrong opd, of tfwlr 2000 campaign,
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By JONATHAN ECK
CO-SPORTS EDITOR

by the tournament host and most
dominating team in the state,
Bates College, 3-0 (15-8, 15-7, 157).
The Bobcat victory marked the
third consecutive year that the
Bates team had won the championships. The weekend wins
allowed Bates to continue their
streak of 30 consecutive victories
against in-state opponents, The
Bates dynasty is difficult to stop.
Regardless, Cuiffo insists that
Colby is very capable of beating
them.
"Skillwise, we are very evenly
matched with Bates. This weekend we were playing tired and
they were on," she said. "We lost
that match because of our own
mistakes. I really do not think that
they're a better team than us."
Parent saw a definite weakness
in the Colby offensive attack. "The
biggest factor in this match was
not pass ing well enough to g et our
middles involved. We could not
run a flu id offense to mix things
up," she said.
P erhaps Col by can prove this i f
the teams meet again in upcoming
action, Two Colby captains were
recognized for their dominant
play over the tournament weekend as well as all season long,

Carey and Cuiffo were awarded
positions on the All-State First
Team. Cuiffo and Henley was also
',
named All-Tournament.
Cuiffo also became a part o4
Colby history by passing the 1,000;
career kills marker with her first
kill of the match. In doing so;
Cuiffo became the first Colby volleyball player to register both
1,000 kills and 1,000 digs in a;
career. With another year left to
add to those totals, Cuiffo's name;
will surely be remembered for
years to come. Henley was also
recognized as a member of the All-'
State Second Team.
If star players Cuiffo and Carey
can rest and make a quick recovery, Colby should be well pre-i
pared for the New England Small!
Col lege Athlet i c Conf erence
Championships ' Friday
and
Saturday, Nov. 3 and 4, ati
Bowdoin College, Colby is seeded
eighth and plays ninth seed!
Hamilton on Friday, A victory will
pit them against Middlebury.
Parent said , "We know we can
beat any of the top teams in the
NESCAC because we've taker!
games from them. It's ju st a matter
of finishing the match." ' ,

This past Friday and Saturday,
co-captain of the women's volleyball team, Amanda Cuiffo '02,
guided tlie White Mules to a second place finish at the State of
Maine Intercollegiate Volleyball
Championships.
Colby began the weekend by
easily defeating an uncompetitive
club from the University of MainePresque Isle, 3-0 (15-5, 15-6, 15-6).
Alyssa Henley '04 came up big,
scoring nine . of the Mules' kills.
The team played without two of
their captains for much of the
match. Reagan Carey '01 sat out
for two of three games and Cuiffo
sat out the entire match. Both suffered from flu-like symptoms.
In the second round of action
Saturday, Colby struggle d in the
midd le game bef ore eas i l y closing
out the University of MaineMachlasv 3-0 (15-6, 20-18, 15-3), en
route to a finals berth. During the
ma t ch, Cu i ff o ach i eved a sch ool
record for the most aces in a match
with eight; the old record was
seven. Henley led the team with
17 kills, eight digs, and a .500 hitting percentage. Carey added 10
kills and nine digs. Cuiffo had 11
digs along with her record number of aces arid Laurel Burnham
'03 concluded tlie game with 24
assists.
Coach Candice Parent was
p leased wi th her team 's coo l
demeanor. "We relaxed in the second gome and even whon we 8°*
behind , we 'd idn 't pan lc. We
remained calm and stayed aggressive. Coming back and winning
that game (the second game)
showed a lot of character and
heart ," Bhe' said7' y '' y
Unfortanatoty the Mules? win¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
'
¦; •
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